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~
Thomas Piketty’s Capital in the Twenty-First Century has succeeded both commercially and as a
work of scholarship. Capital‘s empirical research is widely praised among economists—even by
those who disagree with its policy prescriptions. It is also the best-selling book in the centurylong history of Harvard University Press, and a rare work of scholarship to reach the top spot on
Amazon sales rankings.1
Capital‘s main methodological contribution is to bring economic, sociological, and even literary
perspectives to bear in a work of economics.2 The book bridges positive and normative social
science, offering strong policy recommendations for increased taxation of the wealthiest. It is
also an exploration of historical trends.3 In Capital, fifteen years of careful archival research
culminate in a striking thesis: capitalism exacerbates inequality over time. There is no natural
tendency for markets themselves, or even ordinary politics, to slow accumulation by top earners.4
This review explains Piketty’s analysis and its relevance to law and social theory, drawing
lessons for the re-emerging field of political economy. Piketty’s focus on long-term trends in
inequality suggests that many problems traditionally explained as sector-specific (such as varied
educational outcomes) are epiphenomenal with regard to increasingly unequal access to income
and capital. Nor will a narrowing of purported “skills gaps” do much to improve economic
security, since opportunity to earn money via labor matters far less in a world where capital is the
key to enduring purchasing power. Policymakers and attorneys ignore Piketty at their peril, lest
isolated projects of reform end up as little more than rearranging deck chairs amidst titanically
unequal opportunities.
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Inequality, Opportunity, and the Rigged Game
Capital weaves together description and prescription, facts and values, economics, politics, and
history, with an assured and graceful touch. So clear is Piketty’s reasoning, and so compelling
the enormous data apparatus he brings to bear, that few can doubt he has fundamentally altered
our appreciation of the scope, duration, and intensity of inequality.5
Piketty’s basic finding is that, absent extraordinary political interventions, the rate of return on
capital (r) is greater than the rate of growth of the economy generally (g), which Piketty
expresses via the now-famous formula r > g.6 He finds that this relationship persists over time,
and in the many countries with reliable data on wealth and income.7 This simple inequality
relationship has many troubling implications, especially in light of historical conflicts between
capital and labor.
Most persons support themselves primarily by wages—that is, what they earn from their labor.
As capital takes more of economic output (an implication of r > g persisting over time), less is
left for labor. Thus if we are concerned about unequal incomes and living standards, we cannot
simply hope for a rising tide of growth to lift the fortunes of those in the bottom quintiles of the
income and wealth distribution. As capital concentrates, its owners take an ever larger share of
income—unless law intervenes and demands some form of redistribution.8 As the chart below
(by Bard economist Pavlina Tcherneva, based on Piketty’s data) shows, we have now reached
the point where the US economy is not simply distributing the lion’s share of economic gains to
top earners; it is actively redistributing extant income of lower decile earners upwards:
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In 2011, 93% of the gains in income during the economic “recovery” went to the top 1%. From
2009 to 2011, “income gains to the top 1% … were 121% of all income increases,” because
“incomes to the bottom 99% fell by 0.4%.”9 The trend continued through 2012.
Fractal inequality prevails up and down the income scale.10 The top 15,000 tax returns in the US
reported an average taxable income of $26 million in 2005—at least 400 times greater than the
median return.11 Moreover, Larry Bartels’s book, Unequal Democracy, graphs these trends over
decades.12 Bartels shows that, from 1945-2007, the 95th percentile did much better than those at
lower percentiles.13 He then shows how those at the 99.99th percentile did spectacularly better
than those at the 99.9th, 99.5th, 99th, and 95th percentiles.14 There is some evidence that even
within that top 99.99th percentile, inequality reigned. In 2005, the “Fortunate 400″—the 400
households with the highest earnings in the U.S.—made on average $213.9 million apiece, and
the cutoff for entry into this group was a $100 million income—about four times the average
income of $26 million prevailing in the top 15,000 returns.15 As Danny Dorling observed in
a recent presentation at the RSA, for those at the bottom of the 1%, it can feel increasingly
3

difficult to “keep up with the Joneses,” Adelsons, and Waltons. Runaway incomes at the very top
leave those slightly below the “ultra-high net worth individual” (UHNWI) cut-off ill-inclined to
spread their own wealth to the 99%.
Thus inequality was well-documented in these, and many other works, by the time Piketty
published Capital—indeed, other authors often relied on the interim reports released by Piketty
and his team of fellow inequality researchers over the past two decades.16 The great contribution
of Capital is to vastly expand the scope of the inquiry, over space and time. The book examines
records in France going back to the 19th century, and decades of data in Germany, Japan, Great
Britain, Sweden, India, China, Portugal, Spain, Argentina, Switzerland, and the United States.17
The results are strikingly similar. The concentration of capital (any asset that generates income
or gains in monetary value) is a natural concomitant of economic growth under capitalism—and
tends to intensify if growth slows or stops.18 Inherited fortunes become more important than
those earned via labor, since the “miracle of compound interest” overwhelms any particularly
hard-working person or ingenious idea. Once fortunes grow large enough, their owners can
simply live off the interest and dividends they generate, without ever drawing on the principal.
At the “escape velocity” enjoyed by some foundations and ultra-rich individuals, annual
expenses are far less than annual income, precipitating ever-greater principal. This is Warren
Buffett’s classic “snowball” of wealth—and we should not underestimate its ability to purchase
the political favors that help constitute Buffettian “moats” around the businesses favored by the
likes of Berkshire-Hathaway.19 Dynasties form and entrench their power. If they can make
capital pricey enough, even extraordinary innovations may primarily benefit their financers.

Deepening the Social Science of Political Economy
Just as John Rawls’s Theory of Justice laid a foundation for decades of writing on social justice,
Piketty’s work is so generative that one could envision whole social scientific fields revitalized
by it.20 Political economy is the most promising, a long tradition of (as Piketty puts it) studying
the “ideal role of the state in the economic and social organization of a country.”21 Integrating the
long-divided fields of politics and economics, a renewal of modern political economy could
unravel “wicked problems” neither states nor markets alone can address.22
But the emphasis in Piketty’s definition of political economy on “a country,” versus countries, or
the world, is in tension with the global solutions he recommends for the regulation of capital.
The dream of neoliberal globalization was to unite the world via markets.23 Anti-globalization
activists have often advanced a rival vision of local self-determination, predicated on overlaps
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between political and economic boundaries. State-bound political economy could theorize those
units. But the global economy is, at present, unforgiving of autarchy and unlikely to move
towards it.
Capital tends to slip the bonds of states, migrating to tax havens. In the rarefied world of the
global super-rich, financial privacy is a purchasable commodity. Certainly there are always risks
of discovery, or being taken advantage of by a disreputable tax shelter broker or shady foreign
bank. But for many wealthy individuals, tax havenry has been a rite of passage on the way to
membership in a shadowy global elite. Piketty’s proposed global wealth tax would need
international enforcement—for even the Foreign Accounts Tax Compliance Act
(FATCA) imposed via America’s fading hegemony (and praised by Piketty) has only begun to
address the problem of hidden (or runaway) wealth (and income).24
It will be very difficult to track down the world’s hidden fortunes and tax them properly. Had
Piketty consulted more legal sources, he may have acknowledged the problem more adequately
in Capital. He recommends “automatic information exchange” among tax authorities, which is
an excellent principle to improve enforcement. But actually implementing this principle could
require fine-grained regulation of IT systems, deployment of whole new types of surveillance,
and even uniform coding (via, say, standard legal entity identifiers, or LEIs) globally. More
frankly acknowledging the difficulty of shepherding such legislation globally could have led to a
more convincing (and comprehensive) examination of the shortcomings of globalized capitalism.
In several extended interviews on Capital (with CNN Money, Econtalk, The New York
Times, Huffington Post, and the New Republic, among others), Piketty pledges fealty to markets,
praising their power to promote production and innovation. Never using the term “industrial
policy” in his book, Piketty hopes that law may make the bounty of extant economic
arrangements accessible to all, rather than changing the nature of those arrangements. But we
need to begin to ask whether our very process of creating goods and services itself impedes better
distribution of them.
Unfortunately, mainstream economics itself often occludes this fundamental question. When
distributive concerns arise, policymakers can either substantively intervene to reshape the
benefits and burdens of commerce (a strategy economists tend to derogate as dirigisme), or may,
post hoc, use taxes and transfer programs to redistribute income and wealth. For establishment
economists, redistribution (happening after initial allocations by “the market”) is almost always
considered more efficient than “distortion” of markets by regulation, public provision, or
“predistribution.”25
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Tax law has historically been our primary way of arranging such redistribution, and Piketty
makes it a focus of the concluding part of his book, called “Regulating Capital.” Piketty laments
the current state of tax reporting and enforcement. Very wealthy individuals have developed
complex webs of shell entities to hide their true wealth and earnings.26 As one journalist
observed, “Behind a New York City deed, there may be a Delaware LLC, which may be
managed by a shell company in the British Virgin Islands, which may be owned by a trust in the
Isle of Man, which may have a bank account in Liechtenstein managed by the private banker in
Geneva. The true owner behind the structure might be known only to the banker.”27 This is the
dark side of globalization: the hidden structures that shield the unscrupulous from
accountability.28
The most fundamental tool of tax secrecy is separation: between persons and their money,
between corporations and the persons who control them, between beneficial and nominal
controllers of wealth. When money can pass between countries as easily as digital files, skilled
lawyers and accountants can make it impossible for tax authorities to uncover the beneficial
owners of assets (and the income streams generated by those assets).
Piketty believes that one way to address inequality is strict enforcement of laws like America’s
FATCA.29 But the United States cannot accomplish much without pervasive global
cooperation. Thus the international challenge of inequality haunts Capital. As money
concentrates in an ever smaller global “superclass” (to use David J. Rothkopf’s term), it’s easier
for it to escape any ruling authority.30 John Chung has characterized today’s extraordinary
concentrations of wealth as a “death of reference” in our monetary system and its replacement
with “a total relativity.”31 He notes that “[i]n 2007, the average amount of annual compensation
for the top twenty-five highest paid hedge fund managers was $892 million;” in the past few
years, individualannual incomes in the group have reached two, three, or four billion
dollars. Today’s greatest hoards of wealth are digitized, as easily moved and hidden as digital
files.
We have no idea what taxes may be due from trillions of dollars in offshore wealth, or to
what purposes it is directed.32 In less-developed countries, dictators and oligarchs smuggle illgotten gains abroad. Groups like Global Financial Integrity and the Tax Justice
Network estimate that illicit financial flows out of poor countries (and into richer ones, often via
tax havens) are ten times greater than the total sum of all development aid—nearly $1 trillion per
year. Given that the total elimination of extreme global poverty could cost about $175 billion
per year for twenty years, this is not a trivial loss of funds—completely apart from what the
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developing world loses in the way of investment when its wealthiest residents opt to stash cash in
secrecy jurisdictions.33
An adviser to the Tax Justice Network once said that assessing money kept offshore is an
“exercise in night vision,” like trying to measure “the economic equivalent of an astrophysical
black hole.”34 Shell corporations can hide connections between persons and their money,
between corporations and the persons who control them, between beneficial and nominal owners.
When enforcers in one country try to connect all these dots, there is usually another secrecy
jurisdiction willing to take in the assets of the conniving. As the Tax Justice Network’s
“TaxCast” exposes on an almost monthly basis, victories for tax enforcement in one developed
country tend to be counterbalanced by a slide away from transparency elsewhere.
Thus when Piketty recommends that “the only way to obtain tangible results is to impose
automatic sanctions not only on banks but also on countries that refuse to require their financial
institutions” to report on wealth and income to proper taxing authorities, one has to wonder: what
super-institution will impose the penalties? Is this to be an ancillary function of the
WTO?35 Similarly, equating the imposition of a tax on capital with “the stroke of a pen” (568)
underestimates the complexity of implementing such a tax, and the predictable forms of
resistance that the wealth defense industry will engage in.36 All manner of societal and cultural,
public and private, institutions will need to entrench such a tax if it is to be a stable corrective to
the juggernaut of r > g.37
Given how much else the book accomplishes, this demand may strike some as a cavil—
something better accomplished by Piketty’s next work, or by an altogether different set of allied
social scientists. But if Capital itself is supposed to model (rather than merely call for) a new
discipline of political economy, it needs to provide more detail about the path from here to its
prescriptions. Philosophers like Thomas Pogge and Leif Wenar, and lawyers like Terry Fisher
and Talha Syed, have been quite creative in thinking through the actual institutional
arrangements that could lead to better distribution of health care, health research, and revenues
from natural resources.38 They are not cited in Capital¸ but their work could have enriched its
institutional analysis greatly.
An emerging approach to financial affairs, known as the Legal Theory of Finance (LTF), also
offers illumination here, and should guide future policy interventions. Led by Columbia Law
Professor Katharina Pistor, an interdisciplinary research team of social scientists and attorneys
have documented the ways in which law is constitutive of so-called financial
markets.39 Revitalizing the tradition of legal realism, Pistor has demonstrated the critical role of
7

law in generating modern finance. Though law to some extent shapes all markets, in finance, its
role is most pronounced. The “products” traded are very little more than legal recognitions of
obligations to buy or sell, own or owe. Their value can change utterly based on tiny changes to
the bankruptcy code, SEC regulations, or myriad other laws and regulations.
The legal theory of finance changes the dialogue about regulation of wealth. The debate can
now move beyond stale dichotomies like “state vs. market,” or even “law vs. technology.”
While deregulationists mock the ability of regulators to “keep up with” the computational
capacities of global banking networks, it is the regulators who made the rules that made the
instantaneous, hidden transfer of financial assets so valuable in the first place. Such rules are not
set in stone.
The legal theory of finance also enables a more substantive dialogue about the central role of law
in political economy. Not just tax rules, but also patent, trade, and finance regulation need to be
reformed to make the wealthy accountable for productively deploying the wealth they have either
earned or taken. Legal scholars have a crucial role to play in this debate—not merely as
technocrats adjusting tax rules, but as advisors on a broad range of structural reforms that could
ensure the economy’s rewards better reflected the relative contributions of labor, capital, and the
environment.40 Lawyers had a much more prominent role in the Federal Reserve when it was
more responsive to workers’ concerns.41

Imagined Critics as Unacknowledged Legislators
A book is often influenced by its author’s imagined critics. Piketty, decorous in his prose style
and public appearances, strains to fit his explosive results into the narrow range of analytical
tools and policy proposals that august economists won’t deem “off the wall.”42 Rather than
deeply considering the legal and institutional challenges to global tax coordination, Piketty
focuses on explaining in great detail the strengths and limitations of the data he and a team of
researchers have been collecting for over a decade. But a renewed social science of political
economy depends on economists’ ability to expand their imagined audience of critics, to those
employing qualitative methodologies, to attorneys and policy experts working inside and outside
the academy, and to activists and journalists with direct knowledge of the phenomena
addressed. Unfortunately, time that could have been valuably directed to that endeavor—either
in writing Capital, or constructively shaping the extraordinary publicity the book received—has
instead been diverted to shoring up the book’s reputation as rigorous economics, against skeptics
who fault its use of data.
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To his credit, Piketty has won these fights on the data mavens’ own terms. The book’s most
notable critic, Chris Giles at the Financial Times, tried to undermine Capital‘s conclusions by
trumping up purported ambiguities in wealth measurement. His critique was rapidly dispatched
by many, including Piketty himself.43 Indeed, as Neil Irwin observed, “Giles’s results point to a
world at odds not just with Mr. Piketty’s data, but also with that by other scholars and with the
intuition of anyone who has seen what townhouses in the Mayfair neighborhood of London are
selling for these days.”44
One wonders if Giles reads his own paper. On any given day one might see extreme inequality
flipping from one page to the next. For example, in a special report on “the fragile middle,”
Javier Blas noted that no more than 12% of Africans earned over $10 per day in 2010—a figure
that has improved little, if at all, since 1980.45 Meanwhile, in the House & Home section on the
same day, Jane Owen lovingly described the grounds of the estate of “His Grace Henry Fitzroy,
the 12th Duke of Grafton.” The grounds cost £40,000 to £50,000 a year to maintain, and were
never “expected to do anything other than provide pleasure.”46 England’s revanchist aristocracy
makes regular appearances in the Financial Times “How to Spend It” section as well, and no
wonder: as Oxfam reported in March, 2014, Britain’s five richest families have more wealth than
its twelve million poorest people.47

Force and Capital
The persistence of such inequalities is as much a matter of law (and the force behind it to, say,
disperse protests and selectively enforce tax regulations), as it is a natural outgrowth of the
economic forces driving r and g. To his credit, Piketty does highlight some of the more grotesque
deployments of force on behalf of capital. He begins Part I (“Income and Capital”) and ends Part
IV (“Regulating Capital”) by evoking the tragic strike at the Lonmin Mine in South Africa in
August 2012. In that confrontation, “thirty-four strikers were shot dead” for demanding pay of
about $1,400 a month (there were making about $700).48 Piketty deploys the story to dramatize
conflict over the share of income going to capital versus labor. But it also illustrates dynamics of
corruption. Margaret Kimberley of Black Agenda Report claims that the union involved was
coopted thanks to the wealth of the man who once ran it.49 The same dynamics shine through
documentaries like Big Men (on Ghana), or the many nonfiction works on oil exploitation in
Africa. 50
Piketty observes that “foreign companies and stockholders are at least as guilty as unscrupulous
African elites” in promoting the “pillage” of the continent.51 Consider the state of Equatorial
Guinea, which struck oil in 1995. By 2006, Equatoguineans had the third highest per capita
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income in the world, higher than many prosperous European countries.52 Yet the typical citizen
remains very poor. 53 In the middle of the oil boom, an international observer noted that “I was
unable to see any improvements in the living standards of ordinary people. In 2005, nearly half
of all children under five were malnourished,” and “[e]ven major cities lack[ed] clean water and
basic sanitation.”54 The government has not demonstrated that things have improved much since
them, despite ample opportunity to do so. Poorly paid soldiers routinely shake people down for
bribes, and the country’s president, Teodoro Obiang, has paid Moroccan mercenaries for his own
protection. A 2009 book noted that tensions in the country had reached a boiling point, as the
“local Bubi people of Malabo” felt “invaded” by oil interests, other regions were “abandoned,”
and self-determination movements decried environmental and human rights abuses.55
So who did benefit from Equatorial Guinea’s oil boom? Multinational oil companies, to be sure,
though we may never know exactly how much profit the country generated for them—their
accounting was (and remains) opaque. The Riggs Bank in Washington, D.C. gladly handled
accounts of President Obiang, as he became very wealthy. Though his salary was reported to be
$60,000 a year, he had a net worth of roughly $600 million by 2011.56 (Consider, too, that such a
fortune would not even register on recent lists of the world’s 1,500 or so billionaires, and is
barely more than 1/80th the wealth of a single Koch brother.) Most of the oil companies’
payments to him remain shrouded in secrecy, but a few came to light in the wake of US
investigations. For example, a US Senate report blasted him for personally taking $96 million of
his nation’s $130 million in oil revenue in 1998, when a majority of his subjects were
malnourished.57
Obiang’s sordid record has provided a rare glimpse into some of the darkest corners of the global
economy. But his story is only the tip of an iceberg of a much vaster shadow economy of illicit
financial flows, secrecy jurisdictions, and tax evasion. Obiang could afford to be sloppy: as the
head of a sovereign state whose oil reserves gave it some geopolitical significance, he knew that
powerful patrons could shield him from the fate of an ordinary looter. Other members of the
hectomillionaire class (and plenty of billionaires) take greater precautions. They diversify their
holdings into dozens or hundreds of entities, avoiding public scrutiny with shell companies and
pliant private bankers. A hidden hoard of tens of trillions of dollars has accumulated, and likely
throws off hundreds of billions of dollars yearly in untaxed interest, dividends, and other
returns.58 This drives a wedge between a closed-circuit economy of extreme wealth and the
ordinary patterns of exchange of the world’s less fortunate.59
The Chinese writer and Nobel Peace Prize winner Liu Xiaobo once observed that corruption in
Beijing had led to an officialization of the criminal and the criminalization of the
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official.60 Persisting even in a world of brutal want and austerity-induced suffering, tax havenry
epitomizes that sinister merger, and Piketty might have sharpened his critique further by focusing
on this merger of politics and economics, of private gain and public governance. Authorities
promote activities that would have once been proscribed; those who stand in the way of such
“progress” might be jailed (or worse). In Obiang’s Equatorial Guinea, we see similar dynamics,
as the country’s leader extracts wealth at a volume that could only be dreamed of by a band of
thieves.
Obiang’s curiously double position, as Equatorial Guinea’s chief law maker and law breaker,
reflects a deep reality of the global shadow economy. And just as “shadow banks” are rivalling
more regulated banks in terms of size and influence, shadow economy tactics are starting to
overtake old standards. Tax avoidance techniques that were once condemned are becoming
increasingly acceptable. Campaigners like UK Uncut and the Tax Justice Network try to shame
corporations for opportunistically allocating profits to low-tax jurisdictions.61 But CEOs still
brag about their corporate tax unit as a profit center.
When some of Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney’s recherché tax strategies were
revealed in 2012, Barack Obama needled him repeatedly. The charges scarcely stuck, as
Romney’s core constituencies aimed to emulate rather than punish their standardbearer.62 Obama then appointed a Treasury Secretary (Jack Lew), who had himself utilized a
Cayman Islands account. Lew was the second Obama Treasury secretary to suffer tax troubles:
Tim Geithner, his predecessor, was also accused of “forgetting” to pay certain taxes in a selfserving way. And Obama’s billionaire Commerce Secretary Penny Pritzker was no stranger to
complex tax avoidance strategies.63
Tax attorneys may characterize Pritzker, Lew, Geithner, and Romney as different in kind from
Obiang. But any such distinctions they make will likely need to be moral, rather than legal, in
nature. Sure, these American elites operated within American law—but Obiang is the law of
Equatorial Guinea, and could easily arrange for an administrative agency to bless his past actions
(even developed legal systems permit retroactive rulemaking) or ensure the legality of all future
actions (via safe harbors). The mere fact that a tax avoidance scheme is “legal” should not count
for much morally—particularly as those who gain from prior US tax tweaks use their fortunes to
support the political candidacies of those who would further push the law in their favor.
Shadowy financial flows exemplify the porous boundary between state and market. The
book Tax Havens: How Globalization Really Works argues that the line between savvy tax
avoidance and illegal tax evasion (or strategic money transfers and forbidden money laundering)
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is blurring.64 Between our stereotypical mental images of dishonest tycoons sipping margaritas
under the palm trees of a Caribbean tax haven, and a state governor luring a firm by granting it a
temporary tax abatement, lie hundreds of subtler scenarios. Dingy rows of Delaware, Nevada,
and Wyoming file cabinets can often accomplish the same purpose as incorporating in Belize or
Panama: hiding the real beneficiaries of economic activity.65 And as one wag put it to
journalist Nicholas Shaxson, “the most important tax haven in the world is an island”—
”Manhattan.”66
In a world where “tax competition” is a key to neoliberal globalization, it is hard to see how a
global wealth tax (even if set at the very low levels Piketty proposes) supports (rather than
directly attacks) existing market order. Political elites are racing to reduce tax liability to curry
favor with the wealthy companies and individuals they hope to lure, serve, and bill. The ultimate
logic of that competition is a world made over in the image of Obiang’s Equatorial Guinea:
crumbling infrastructure and impoverished citizenries coexisting with extreme luxury for a
global extractive elite and its local enablers. Books like Third World America, Oligarchy,
and Captive Audience have already started chronicling the failure of the US tax system to fund
roads, bridges, universal broadband internet connectivity, and disaster preparation.67 As tax
avoiding elites parley their gains into lobbying for rules that make tax avoidance even easier,
self-reinforcing inequality seems all but inevitable. Wealthy interests can simply fund
campaigns to reduce their taxes, or to reduce the risk of enforcement to a nullity. As Ben Kunkel
pointedly asks, “How are the executive committees of the ruling class in countries across the
world to act in concert to impose Piketty’s tax on just this class?”68
US history is instructive here. Congress passed a tax on the top 0.1% of earners in 1894, only to
see the Supreme Court strike the tax down in a five to four decision. After the 16th Amendment
effectively repealed that Supreme Court decision, Congress steadily increased the tax on high
income households. From 1915 to 1918, the highest rate went from 7% to 77%, and over fiftysix tax brackets were set. When high taxes were maintained for the wealthy after the war, tax
evasion flourished. At this point, as Jeffrey Winters writes, the government had to choose
whether to “beef up law enforcement against oligarchs … , or abandon the effort and instead
squeeze the same resources from citizens with far less material clout to fight back.”69
Enforcement ebbed and flowed. But since then, what began by targeting the very wealthy has
grown to include “a mass tax that burdens oligarchs at the same effective rate as their office staff
and landscapers.”70
The undertaxation of America’s wealthy has helped them capture key political processes, and in
turn demand even less taxation. The dynamic of circularity teaches us that there is no stable,
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static equilibrium to be achieved between regulators and regulated. The government is either
pushing industry to realize some public values in its activities (say, by investing in sustainable
growth), or industry is pushing its regulators to promote its own interests.71 Piketty may worry
that, if he too easily accepts this core tenet of politico-economic interdependence, he’ll be
dismissed as a statist socialist. But until political economists do so, their work cannot do justice
to the voices of those prematurely dead as a result of the relentless pursuit of profit—ranging
from the Lonmin miners, to those crushed at Rana Plaza, to the spike of suicides provoked by
European austerity and Indian microcredit gone wrong, to the thousands of Americans who will
die early because they are stuck in states that refuse to expand Medicaid.72 Contemporary
political economy can only mature if capitalism’s ghosts constrain our theory and practice as
pervasively as communism’s specter does.

Renewing Political Economy
Piketty has been compared to Alexis de Tocqueville: a French outsider capable of discerning
truths about the United States that its own sages were too close to observe. The function social
equality played in Tocqueville’s analysis, is taken up by economic inequality in Piketty’s: a set
of self-reinforcing trends fundamentally reshaping the social order.73 I’ve written tens of
thousands of words on this inequality, but the verbal itself may be outmatched in the face of the
numbers and force behind these trends.74 As film director Alex Rivera puts it, in
an interview with The New Inquiry:
I don’t think we even have the vocabulary to talk about what we lose as
contemporary virtualized capitalism produces these new disembodied labor
relations. … The broad, hegemonic clarity is the knowledge that a capitalist
enterprise has the right to seek out the cheapest wage and the right to configure
itself globally to find it. … The next stage in this process…is for capital to
configure itself to enable every single job to be put on the global market through
the network. 75
Amazon’s “Mechanical Turk” has begun that process, supplying “turkers” to perform tasks at a
penny each.76 Uber, Lyft, TaskRabbit, and various “gig economy” imitators assure that microlabor is on the rise, leaving micro-wages in its wake.77 Workers are shifting from paid vacation to
stay-cation to “nano-cation” to “paid time off” to hoarding hours to cover the dry spells when
work disappears.78 These developments are all predictable consequences of a globalization
premised on maximizing finance rents, top manager compensation, and returns to shareholders.
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Inequality is becoming more outrageous than even caricaturists used to dare. The richest woman
in the world (Gina Rinehart) has advised fellow Australians to temper their wage demands, given
that they are competing against Africans willing to work for two dollars day.79 Or consider the
construct of Dogland, from Korzeniewicz and Moran’s 2009 book, Unveiling Inequality:
The magnitude of global disparities can be illustrated by considering the life of
dogs in the United States. According to a recent estimate … in 2007-2008 the
average yearly expenses associated with owning a dog were $1425 … For sake of
argument, let us pretend that these dogs in the US constitute their own nation,
Dogland, with their average maintenance costs representing the average income of
this nation of dogs.
By such a standard, their income would place Dogland squarely as a middle -income
nation, above countries such as Paraguay and Egypt. In fact, the income of Dogland
would place its canine inhabitants above more than 40% of the world population.
… And if we were to focus exclusively on health care expenditures, the gap
becomes monumental: the average yearly expenditures in Dogland would be higher
than health care expenditures in countries that account for over 80% of the world
population.80
Given disparities like this, wages cannot possibly reflect just desert: who can really argue that a
basset hound, however adorable, has “earned” more than a Bangladeshi laborer? Cambridge
economist Ha Joon Chang asks us to compare the job and the pay of transport workers in
Stockholm and Calcutta. “Skill” has little to do with it. The former, drivers on clean and wellkept roads, may easily be paid fifty times more than the latter, who may well be engaged in
backbreaking, and very skilled, labor to negotiate passengers among pedestrians, motorbikes,
trucks, and cars.81
Once “skill-biased technological change” is taken off the table, the classic economic rationale for
such differentials focuses on the incentives necessary to induce labor. In Sweden, for example,
the government assures that a person is unlikely to starve, no matter how many hours a week he
or she works. By contrast, in India, 42% of the children under five years old are
malnourished.82 So while it takes $15 or $20 an hour just to get the Swedish worker to show up,
the typical Indian can be motivated to labor for much less. But of course, at this point the market
rationale for the wage differential breaks down entirely, because the background set of social
expectations of earnings absent work is epiphenomenal of state-guaranteed patterns of social
insurance. The critical questions are: how did the Swedes generate adequate goods and services
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for their population, and the social commitment to redistribution necessary in order to assure that
unemployment is not a death sentence? And how can such social arrangements create basic
entitlements to food, housing, health care, and education, around the world?
Piketty’s proposals for regulating capital would be more compelling if they attempted to answer
questions like those, rather than focusing on the dry, technocratic aim of tax-driven wealth
redistribution. Moreover, even within the realm of tax law and policy, Piketty will need to
grapple with several enforcement challenges if a global wealth tax is to succeed. But to its great
credit, Capital adopts a methodology capacious enough to welcome the contributions of legal
academics and a broad range of social scientists to the study (and remediation) of inequality.83 It
is now up to us to accept the invitation, realizing that if we refuse, accelerating inequality will
undermine the relevance—and perhaps even the very existence—of independent legal authority.
_____
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